Abstract-This paper analyzes the linear profiles presented by certain classes of bifurcation indices with respect to the variation of the loading parameter in power systems. The bifurcation indices discussed here are used in practice to predict proximity to saddle-node and some types of limit-induced bifurcations, given their special profiles. Thus, the linearity of these indices is studied with the help of a simple generic test system. Local analyses and observations are also presented and discussed for realistic power system models.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ERTAIN mechanisms of loss of stability in nonlinear dynamical systems are inherently connected to bifurcations, both local and global [1] . In power systems, which are the particular class of complex nonlinear systems on which this paper concentrates, there are some other unique types of bifurcations that have been observed and studied [2] , [3] . The local bifurcations which have received most of the attention are saddle-node, limit-induced and Hopf bifurcations, given their association with voltage and oscillatory stability problems. Hence, the prediction of these bifurcations, especially saddlenode and limit-induced bifurcations, through the use of a variety of indices has been given significant attention [4] . In particular, several indices with "predictable" and, in some cases, linear profiles have been proposed to allow for quick predictions of proximity to these types of bifurcations, so that proper preventive and/or corrective actions can be taken by system operators. Thus, this paper concentrates on studying in detail the particular profiles shown by some of these indices, providing explanations that are not available in the current technical literature.
Power systems can be represented by a set of nonlinear differential equations and nonlinear constraints as follows: subject to z min ≤ z ≤ z max where x ∈ n is the state vector, which may be constrained within minimum and maximum limits; y ∈ m is the vector of algebraic constraints, which may be also constrained within limits; and z = [x y] T ∈ N (N = n + m). If any of the state or algebraic variables reaches a limit, the system equations discretely change (e.g. for non-windup control limits, if
is used to represent certain changes in the system, such as a control set point (e.g. generator voltage regulator) or certain perturbations that naturally occur in the system (e.g. load changes).
The system dynamics are locally and globally affected by "slow" changes in λ; these phenomena can be studied using bifurcation theory [1] , [3] . Local bifurcations in particular are analyzed through the stability of the equilibrium points z o of (1), where F (z o , λ) = 0, for given values of λ, based on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors associated with the state matrix
There are several possible local bifurcations that system (1) can experience [3] , of which saddle-node and limit-induced bifurcations are the main concern for this paper. Thus, a brief explanation of each of these bifurcations follows.
A. Saddle-node Bifurcations
Saddle-node bifurcations (SNBs) occur at the equilibrium point (z * , λ * ) where the Jacobian D z F | * has a simple and unique zero eigenvalue, with nonzero right and left eigenvectors v and w, respectively, i.e.
These, plus other transversality conditions, guarantee that two equilibrium points quadratically approach each other as λ → λ * , merge at λ * , and then disappear as λ continues to change [5] .
B. Limit-induced Bifurcations
Limit-induced bifurcations (LIBs) occur at the equilibrium point (z * , λ * ) where the eigen-system of the state matrix A undergoes a discrete change due to z reaching a limit condition, which changes the structure of F (x, λ) and hence the associated Jacobians. For certain system conditions, these types of bifurcations may result in two equilibrium points approaching each other as λ → λ * , merging at λ * , and then disappearing as λ continues to change [3] , [4] . These particular types of LIBs are defined in [3] as "saddle" LIBs (SLIBs), which is the notation used throughout this paper to refer to LIBs that result in the local disappearance of equilibrium points as the parameter λ changes. It is important to mention that other types of LIBs do not lead to this type of stability problem as, after reaching certain system limits, the system may still present equilibrium points for λ values beyond the bifurcation point defined by λ * ; however, such LIBs are not of great interest, since they are not typically associated with a stability problem of the corresponding dynamical nonlinear system.
II. INDEX DEFINITIONS
In practical power systems, since singular values of the system Jacobian D z F (z o , λ) with respect to λ variations are used to detect and predict proximity to SNBs, the singularities at the SNB can be detected by monitoring the corresponding minimum singular value [6] . Several other indices have also been proposed for the same purposes; however, of all of these indices, one that presents a predictable behavior is the one associated with a system tangent vector [4] , [7] . Both of these indices have been shown in practice to present discontinuities at equilibrium points where control limits are reached, particularly for generator reactive power limits, as well as present "flat" profiles when far away from the SNB point [4] .
For SLIBs, indices that rely on detecting the system Jacobian singularity cannot be used, since these bifurcations are not associated with singularities. In this case, the "distance" to a maximum limit, i.e. z max − z , in particular the distance directly associated with generator reactive power maximum limits, can be used to determine proximity to a SLIB point, since these are the types of limits that have been shown to lead to stability problems in power systems [4] . These types of indices depend on the proper identification of "critical" generators [10] , or the coordinated control of reactive power sources [11] .
Each one of these indices and the corresponding linearizations are discussed below.
A. Singular Value Indices
The magnitude of the minimum singular value is defined here as the singular value index (SVI), i.e.
where σ min is the minimum singular value of the Jacobian
In power systems, this index presents a highly nonlinear behavior, and hence is not considered a good index to predict proximity to a SNB. In particular, control limits, especially generator reactive power limits, produce step changes in the value of the index. Hence, the following quasi-linear index, which takes into consideration the sensitivity of the minimum singular value with respect to λ variations, has been proposed [8] :
The sensitivity dσ min /dλ holds second order information, since it is calculated using the system Hessian, which is the reason why, in practical applications, the LSVI presents a quasi-linear behavior, even for power systems with a variety of limits [8] , [9] . In Section III, the global behavior of this index is studied with the help of a simple generic power system; it is also demonstrated for realistic power networks that this index presents a local linear profile in practical applications, even in the presence of system control limits.
B. Tangent Vector Indices
The tangent vector index (TVI) is another index that has been proposed to predict proximity of an equilibrium point to a SNB, and it is defined as:
where
and z i is the variable associated with a "critical" area in the power system [4] , [7] . This index presents a similar profile, in practical applications, to the SVI, particularly if z i does not belong to a critical area in the system, i.e. a highly nonlinear profile with some discontinuities due to control limits. Given the similar profile with respect to λ that the TVI and SVI present in practical applications, a similar idea to the one used to linearize the SVI in (4) is introduced here to linearize the TVI. Thus, the following Linearized Tangent Vector Index (LTVI) is proposed:
In Section III, the global and local behavior of this index is studied in detail for a simple generic system; local analyses are also performed for realistic power networks in this section.
C. Reactive Power Indices
Monitoring the reactive power reserves of generators to predict proximity to a bifurcation point was originally proposed in the general context of detecting SNBs in power systems [10] , since as the system approaches the SNB, the reactive power reserves are depleted, with some generators reaching their reactive power limits. This observation is even more pertinent to SLIB detection, since this type of bifurcation is directly associated with the lack of reactive power reserves at certain generators. Hence, it is in the SLIB context that this index is used in this paper, with the following proposed definition:
where i stands for the critical limit associated with the SLIB, i.e. the maximum system limit that, when reached, leads to stability changes in the system. In practical applications, the index relies on pre-identifying the "critical" generators whose maximum reactive power limits lead to a SLIB [10] , as not all reactive power limits produce these types of stability problems; this requires a good knowledge of the system's operating characteristics. In the case of coordinated control of reactive power resources based on secondary voltage regulation (SVR) schemes, the index is monitored for each of the controlled regions [11] , as reactive power reserves are coordinately controlled with respect to their maximum limits, i.e. all reactive power sources reach their maximum limits at the same time, which allows to monitor critical areas as opposed to a set of critical generators, a more manageable task from both the computational and operating points of view. From analyses of the behavior of generator reactive power reserves in practical power systems with respect to changes in the parameter λ, a quadratic behavior similar to that observed for the TVI can also be observed for the RPI, as demonstrated for a simple power system example as well as locally for realistic power system models in Section III. Thus, the following linearized index for SLIBs is proposed:
The global and local behavior of this index is studied in more detail in the next section.
III. LINEAR PROFILE OF INDICES
The complexity of large power systems rules out global analyses of the quadratic and linear behavior observed in practice, based on numerical studies, for the indices introduced in Section II. Hence, the generator-infinite bus system of Fig. 1 is used to discuss the global and local profiles of all these indices based on the following reasoning:
• This is the simplest dynamic model of a power system where a SNB and a SLIB can be observed, and hence where the associated indices can be globally studied, without the need for local approximations or numerical simulations.
• This system does not present the voltage characteristics typically associated with voltage stability issues in power systems, which is the main area of application of the indices that are the subject of this paper. However, for a more "realistic" voltage-dependent model, such as the generator-dynamic load models discussed in Chapter 2 of [4] , mathematical analyses of the global profiles of most of these indices become intractable, relying only on numerical studies, of the kind discussed in great detail in several previous publications (e.g. including [6] , [7] , [8] , [4] ), to reach some reasonable conclusions regarding the behavior of these indices. Fig. 1 . Generator-infinite bus system. Fig. 2 . Model of the generator voltage control loop.
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• This simple power system example suffices to demonstrate that the quadratic and linear profiles of the these indices can only be guaranteed locally. This observation in turn justifies the local studies in realistic power network models presented throughout this section.
A simple second order mechanical model is used to represent the generator dynamics. The voltage control loop of the generator, which typically has time constants significantly smaller than the generator's mechanical system, is modeled by keeping the generator terminal voltage V 1 constant at a V 1o value when the reactive power of the generator is within limits Q Gmin ≤ Q G ≤ Q Gmax ; this voltage is then allowed to change when a reactive power limit is reached. This simple approximation of the voltage control loop, which basically corresponds to the controller depicted in Fig. 2 for a relatively large value of K AV R , allows to roughly model the behavior of the generator's reactive power output as well as its associated limits without adding too much complexity, thus facilitating detailed studies on the associated mathematical model. This system can then be represented by the following set of differential and algebraic equations:
where δ = δ 1 −δ 2 ; M and D stand for the inertia and damping of the mechanical system, respectively; and λ = P G = P L is the bifurcation parameter representing the system loading level. The system data used only to illustrate some of the mathematical analyses presented throughout this section is shown in Table I . 1.0 
A. SNB Indices
The generator reactive power limits are ignored for the simple example, to preclude a SLIB. Hence, for SNB indices, it is necessary to study the singularity of the system Jacobian J(δ o , λ) of (10), i.e.
J(δ
As the parameter λ increases, J(δ o , λ) is driven to a singularity in a highly nonlinear fashion, with a SNB occurring at the equilibrium point δ * = π/2 and λ * = k.
The SVI and TVI indices defined in (3) and (5) are depicted in Fig. 3 for the test system of Fig. 1 and Table I , illustrating the nonlinear behavior of these indices. Figures 4 and 5 , on the other hand, illustrate the behavior of the LSVI and LTVI indices defined in (4) and (7), respectively, with respect to changes in the parameter λ; observe that the quasi-linear behavior of these indices only occurs near the bifurcation point λ * .
These numerical analyses can be readily confirmed mathematically for the simple sample system. Thus, for the LSVI, the singular values σ of the system Jacobian J are defined as the square root of the eigenvalues µ of JJ T : where
Hence,
On the other hand,
However, as the system approaches the SNB point, λ → λ * = k, and thus y → 0, which leads to
Thus, near the SNB point, i.e. as λ → λ * , LSVI → λ * − λ. The linear behavior illustrated in Fig. 4 for the test system has been observed in actual power systems [8] , [9] . For power systems in general, eigen and singular values present a very complex behavior with respect to changes of the parameter λ, as can be even observed in the simple generatorinfinite bus system. Hence, it is not possible to analyze their general behavior for large power systems, and thus definite conclusions cannot be drawn regarding the overall behavior of the associated SVI and LSVI indices away from SNB points. However, given the singularity conditions associated with SNBs, eigen and singular values can be shown to smoothly approach zero when close to a SNB, which in turn lead to the linear behavior of the SVI and LSVI indices near the SNB point, given that dσ min /dλ = 0 in a neighborhood of a SNB. For the TVI and LTVI, similar analyses can be carried out. Thus,
This result corresponds to the overall and local linear behavior near the SNB point of the index illustrated in Fig. 5 for the test system, which has also been observed in realistic power systems [7] . For actual power network models, the local behavior of the LTVI can be studied based on center manifold theory for SNBs [12] , which ensures that near the SNB point (z * , λ * ), the system variables z are a quadratic function of the bifurcation parameter λ, i.e.
where a ∈ N is a constant vector. Hence,
where c is a positive scalar. This is basically the same as (18) for λ values near λ * .
In practical applications, control limits that do not yield SLIBs produce discontinuities on the SNB indices, as depicted in Fig. 6 . Such discontinuity in a "neighborhood" of λ = b can be represented as follows:
where I stands for the SVI or TVI indices; A and a are positive scalars that properly scale I in Fig. 6 ; n is the positive exponent used to represent the local quadratic behavior near λ * (n is typically equal to 2 or 4); and 0 < d b is a "small" scalar used to approximate the discontinuity at λ = b through the tanh term in (21). Thus, since d → 0, one has that
Furthermore, from (21),
Hence, d → 0 implies that
which results in
as depicted in Fig. 7 .
In typical applications of these indices, especially of the SVI, it has been observed that a A, as demonstrated in [4] ; furthermore, the exact point at which the limit is reached, i.e. the value of b, is not precisely known in numerical calculations. Thus,
which yields the quasi-linear profile that has been reported for the LSVI in [4] , [8] , [9] , based on numerical analyses of realistic power networks.
B. SLIB Index
When generator reactive power limits are considered in the generator-infinite bus example, the system bifurcates through a SLIB rather than a SNB, depending on the values of the corresponding limits. In this case, the RPI presents the following form:
/X is a constant scalar. The overall profile of this index is illustrated in Fig. 8 for the generatorinfinite bus test system; observe the quadratic characteristics of this index with respect to λ. Now, at the SLIB:
Thus, near the bifurcation point, where δ o ≈ δ * , the LRPI can be approximated by
. This result basically corresponds to general profile depicted in Fig. 9 for the generator-infinite bus example, which was obtained from plotting equation (29) . Observe the linear profile with respect to λ near the bifurcation point.
In actual power systems, the system variables near the SLIB point (z * , λ * ) are basically linear functions of the loading parameter λ [13] . Thus,
where a ∈ N is a constant vector. On the other hand, the generator reactive powers Q G , which define the RPI, can be obtained from the following formula, when neglecting the transmission system losses:
where i is the "critical" generator bus associated with the SLIB, B ij is the imaginary part of ij th element of the bus 
where a i , b i ∈ a in (31), and similarly for V j and δ j . This leads to the following expression for the generator power at bus i:
Hence, due to λ being "small" close to the SLIB point:
sin(b i − b j ) λ ≈ 0 and since
it follows that
where k 1 and k 2 are scalar constants. Furthermore, since λ → 0 close to the bifurcation
These results basically agree with the general behavior of the RPI and LRPI indices in the generator-infinite bus example, and with what has been somewhat observed in practice for the RPI [10] , [11] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The profiles with respect to a loading parameter of several indices used to detect proximity to collapse points associated with SNB and SLIB points in power systems have been discussed in detail, formally demonstrating that near the bifurcation point linear behavior can be expected, as demonstrated numerically for practical applications in several previous publications. Detailed analyses were carried out for a rather simple system example, obtaining general results regarding the global behavior of these indices with respect to variations of the system load. However, as this paper shows, general conclusions regarding the profiles of these indices for realistic power systems can only be drawn in a neighborhood of the bifurcation points.
The results presented in this paper yield a better understanding of the behavior of the SNB and SLIB indices observed in practice, where these are used to make decisions regarding the operation of actual power systems. However, from the results presented, it can be concluded that it would be more appropriate to use both a SNB and a SLIB index together to properly detect proximity to the stability problems associated with these bifurcations, since a SLIB cannot be adequately predicted with a SNB index and vice versa.
